
R2T2
Remote rescue with Thymio II

We are in 2032. A meteorite has damaged an important Martian power station and we need to assess the damage and restart the main

generator. We have 16 robots on site. Each robot can be controlled by a team of engineers and space experts from Earth. Between 

Mars and the Earth there is a delay in the video transmission (between 3 minutes when Mars is closest and 21 minutes when Mars is 

farthest from Earth in its orbit) and direct remote control is impossible. Therefore the Earth experts need to program the robots 

to solve the task.



Generator’s engine



Phase Description

13h30
PHASE 0 "Connection-

Planning-Coordinating"
Read, please, the detailed instructions of this phase on the page 4

14h00
PHASE 1 "Entering the 

station"

All robots during this phase need to enter to the station, but the entrance to the station 

is blocked. Only one robot can to remove a collapsed structure to open the access to other 

robots.

15h00
PHASE 2 "Finding controls 

to access the generator"

The robots need to find the reflective spots and stay on them, indicating that they have 

found them by showing green. As soon as all 4 robots of the sector are positioned right, 

the access to the “observation zone” of the central generator will be opened. The engine

inside of the generator will start to turn a little bit when all zones of the observation 

in the station are opened.

15h50
PHASE 3 "Observation of the 

generator"

There are 4 slots in the observation zone where the robots can connect to the generator by 

the holes. To check the connection, each Thymio needs to determine when the rotating 

engine of the generator is passing in front of the hole, display this event in the color 

that robot itself and turn off the LEDs if it sees nothing.

16h25
PHASE 4 «Recharging of the 

generator"

It is possible to recharge the generator when 14 robots at minimum are connected to the 

generator. When it is done, the generator’s engine will start to accelerate its velocity

step by step till the full power.

16h28
PHASE 5 «Openning of the 

generator"

The generator will be opened. You can onbserve the rotating engine and congratulate 

everyone with the success of the mission!

16h30 End of the mission The streaming video from Mars will be finished and the chat will not anymore avaiable.

Phase 0, the preparation to the event, does not imply programming but is a key phase. The main programming phases are 1,2 and 3. Phase 4 is very 

simple but involves all 16 robots and phase 5 is just the final goal of the event. Each phase could be solved with a VPL program, either in basic 

(phases 1,3,4) or advanced mode (phase 2), or with other application that you use to program the Thymio robot.

Always contact other teams in the sector to discuss your actions and plan the mission together.

You must test a new program with a local robot before to send it to the robot on Mars.



1. Connect to YouTube with your team’s account

2. Visit the administration’s page and find the robot asigned

to your team in the table: 

https://www.thymio.org/en:thymio-r2t2-adm

3. Follow the link to the streaming video of your sector and 

say on the chat that you are there:

4. Visit the web site time.is/Switzerland and compare the time 

(real time) that you see there with the time that you see 

on the video. In that way, you will have understood what 

the offset exists between the streaming video and the 

reality. Write the result on the chat of your sector. Each 

time you send a program to the robot on Mars, notice at 

what time you do it. You will see the result of your 

programming when you will see the same time on the video.

5. When you receive the information that you can connect with 

Thymio on Mars, establish the connection by following the 

instructions for the remote connection that you can see on 

the next page.

6. Check the connection by sending the programm to the Thymio

on Mars to turn on its LEDs.

7. It is possible to see the view from different cameras 

installed on the station. To do it, just click on the 

button with a double arrow that is above to the red

timeline of the video. After, you will see some icons to go 

to the other streamings:

8. If you have a delay between the real time and the streaming 

video more than 40 seconds, check the red timeline of the 

video and actualize it if it is necessary:

chat

bouton

In the endNot in the end

Click to actualize

https://www.thymio.org/en:thymio-r2t2-adm
time.is/Switzerland


1. Exit Aseba Studio and open it 

again:

5. If you would like to use the 

VPL, you can find it in the «Local 

tools» at the bottom left corner 

of Aseba Studio:

4. Your robot is remotely connected

if the Aseba Studio’s window is

opened.

Deselect the «auto» option that you

see next to «Variables»:

Use the "refresh" button if you 

want to see sensors’ datas.

2. Click on the button and 

chose the «TCP» option:

3. Take the IP adress and the  

port number asigned to your robot:

Change the IP address and port 

number to those concerned for your 

robot. Click on the «Connect» 

button:

Sector Address IP

A 128.179.34.10

B 128.179.34.12

C 128.179.34.9

D 128.179.34.7

Robot’s color Port number

Red 33330

Green 33331

Blue 33332

Yellow 33333


